Soviets grant emigration

Associated Press

MOSCOW — Anatoly Koryagin, who spent six years in a labor camp for accusing authorities of sending sane dissidents to mental hospitals, has been granted permission to emigrate, Soviet news media said Thursday.

The two-sentence statement by both the English- and Russian-language service of the official Tass news agency was believed to be the first time the Soviet media has announced a dissident’s departure.

"Anatoly Koryagin, who was recently released from detention, has been allowed to leave the U.S.S.R., it was confirmed to a Tass correspondent today at the U.S.S.R. Ministry of Internal Affairs," Tass said.

"Koryagin is leaving for Switzerland for permanent residence," the statement said. It provided no other information.

Dissident sources in Moscow said Koryagin arrived in the Soviet capital from the Ukrainian city of Kharkov on Wednesday. But they said he did not want to speak to reporters.

The sources said Koryagin would leave Moscow this afternoon.

Study: ‘Star Wars’ needs research

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Challenging Reagan administration assumptions about “Star Wars,” a group of top American physicists said Thursday that at least a decade of research is needed to determine whether high-energy lasers and particle beams can be used to knock down enemy missiles in space.

In a 420-page technical study, 17 members of the American Physical Society delivered the sharpest scientific challenge yet to administration plans to deploy space- and ground-based ballistic missile defenses as early as 1994.

"On purely scientific and engineering criteria, one would not make a decision on early deployment. But in the international arena, there are other forces," said Kumar Patel, a physicist at AT&T Bell Laboratories and co-chairman of the study group.

Another author, Jeremiah Sullivan of the University of Illinois at Urbana, said deployment in the early or mid-1990s "would be a gamble." "Even in the best of circumstances, a decade or more of intensive research would be required just to provide the technical knowledge needed for an informed decision about the potential effectiveness and survivability" of lasers and other "directed energy weapons," the report said.

A Pentagon critique said the report’s conclusions were "subjective and unduly pessimistic about our capability to bring to fruition the specific technologies needed for a full-scale development decision in the 1990s."

But Patel and others rejected that view at a news conference. "In spite of the progress that has been made, a substantial amount of research remains to be done before an informed judgment can be made about the effectiveness and the reliability and survivability of such weapons if and when they are deployed," Patel said.

The Pentagon’s Strategic Defense Initiative Organization, which directs Star Wars research, said in a statement that recent breakthroughs have brought some
In Brief

Seven workers were killed and a dozen injured when a high-rise apartment building under construction collapsed Thursday in Bridgeport, Conn. Bridgeport’s mayor said 31 others were trapped under tons of concrete and twisted steel beams. - Associated Press

The Ronald Reagan Presidential Foundation, which has been raising money to build a Reagan presidential library at Stanford University, announced Thursday that it is seeking a location that will find a site in Southern California instead. A substantial number of the faculty at Stanford had objected to putting the library on the campus of San Jose State University, south of San Francisco, but the foundation did not refer to that controversy. The announcement said only that it was essential the library and an affiliated center for public affairs be located at the same site. - Associated Press

Muhammad Ali surprised workers at the Parco Foods bakery when he showed up to meet the folks who will be baking a cookie under his name. The former boxing champ toured the Bridgeport, Conn., plant Thursday, the batter and watching the cookies roll off the assembly lines. The Michigan City plant will begin baking Muhammad All Champ Gourmet Chocolate Chip Cookies in July for nationwide distribution, according to Aric Smith of Celebrity Products in Chicago. - Associated Press

Tort season in streams opens Saturday in Indiana, and the Department of Natural Resources says more than 46,000 trout have been released in 21 lakes and 18 streams statewide this spring. Anglers are reminded that the daily catch limit is 10, and the minimum size limit is 7 inches. - Associated Press

Of Interest

Yearbook distribution ends today. Freshmen may pick up their copy of the 1987 Dome from 11:30 to 4:30 this afternoon outside the Stepan Center. All other undergraduates who have yet to pick up their yearbooks may do so today. Bring student ID when picking up yearbook. - The Observer

A Chamber Orchestra Recital will be held on Sunday at 4 p.m. in the Annenberg Auditorium of the Snite Museum. For ticketed information, contact Eric Kochner at 239-6301. - The Observer

The Battalion of Midshipmen will be celebrating Mass at the Grotto this Sunday at 10:30 a.m. Brunch in the Penn State game, and said he’d be back next fall. We were all relieved to see him doing so well after such a serious operation and were happy to know he would be returning.

A few weeks ago, he called and said the Office of Student Residences had sent him a letter saying he was to be treated as an off-campus transfer for the purpose of room picks. I said that was ridiculous and had to be a mistake. He asked me to look into it for him, and I assured him I would.

I went to my rector, who only had been in that position since the fall and didn’t know my roommate. Nevertheless, he has been very supportive. He said that the housing situation seemed odd and that my roommate should be able to get a room in the hall after everyone had picked a room. He said he would talk to the Office of Student Residences.

During the week, the order for picking rooms went up, and my roommate’s name was not on the list.

I asked my rector why, and he told me that my roommate indeed would be treated as an off-campus transfer and would get a room only after all incoming freshmen had received a room.

Calls to the Office of Student Residences confirmed this. There is nothing that can be done. I can’t even pull him in.

What this really means is that my roommate not only won’t get a room in my hall, but he won’t get a room anywhere.

We both agreed that it was too bad. We both felt that it was unfair, but we couldn’t do anything. We just hoped that it would be resolved soon.

Just as we were about to leave, we heard someone calling us. It was the dean of students.

What he said that day made us feel better. He said that the Office of Student Residences was working on the problem and that we should give it some time. He also said that we could contact him if we needed anything.

Since that day, we have been waiting for the problem to be resolved. We have been trying to contact the Office of Student Residences, but we have not been able to get through.

We are hoping that the problem will be resolved soon. We are tired of being in limbo and we want to get our rooms as soon as possible.

We are grateful to the dean of students for his help. We are hoping that the problem will be resolved soon.

The Observer

Weather

An Tostal weather will be mostly sunny and cool today with a high of 68 to 65. Mostly clear and cool tonight. Low around 30. Mostly sunny and mild Saturday. High around 65. It’s just that simple. - Associated Press
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900 BAND: "THE SUBURBS"-Stepan

Fruvilous Friday

9:00 ROAD RALLY—South of Stadium
10:00 KITE FLYING—Stepan Field
11:00 PICNICLAND—NW Stepan Field
11:45 BALLOON TOSS—NW Stepan Field
11:50 ORANGE PASS—NW Stepan Field
12:10 WHEELBARROW—NW Stepan Field
12:30 BUCKET BRIGADE—NW Stepan Field
12:45 POTATO & SPOON—NW Stepan Field
13:00 SACK RACE—NW Stepan Field
13:15 WET CLOTHES—NW Stepan Field
13:20 3-LEGGED RACE—NW Stepan Field
13:45 WHEELBARROW—NW Stepan Field
14:00 MUD VOLLEYBALL—NW Stepan Field
14:15 MUD PILL FIGHTS—NW Stepan Field
14:30 MUD TOUGHER—NW Stepan Field
14:45 MUD VOLLEYBALL—NW Stepan Field
15:00 MUD CHALLENGE—NW Stepan Field
15:15 MUD VOLLEYBALL—NW Stepan Field

Sunny Saturday

9:00 ROAD RALLY—South of Stadium
10:00 KITE FLYING—Stepan Field
11:00 PICNICLAND—NW Stepan Field
11:45 BALLOON TOSS—NW Stepan Field
11:50 ORANGE PASS—NW Stepan Field
12:10 WHEELBARROW—NW Stepan Field
12:30 BUCKET BRIGADE—NW Stepan Field
12:45 POTATO & SPOON—NW Stepan Field
13:00 SACK RACE—NW Stepan Field
13:15 WET CLOTHES—NW Stepan Field
13:20 3-LEGGED RACE—NW Stepan Field
13:45 WHEELBARROW—NW Stepan Field
14:00 MUD VOLLEYBALL—NW Stepan Field
14:15 MUD PILL FIGHTS—NW Stepan Field
14:30 MUD TOUGHER—NW Stepan Field
14:45 MUD VOLLEYBALL—NW Stepan Field
15:00 MUD CHALLENGE—NW Stepan Field
15:15 MUD VOLLEYBALL—NW Stepan Field

Color for today’s paper provided through the generosity of Heuser-Busch, Inc.
University receives $1,046,980

The U.S. Navy granted $112,360 to John Dew, Freimann professor of physics, for research on semiconducting superlattice and microstructure theory.

The Navy also granted $23,517 for research by Bruce Burke, assistant professor of physics, for studies in semiconductor physics.

The National Science Foundation granted $100,000 to Mary Jane Clinton, assistant professor of biological sciences, for research on the genetics and regulation of genes in yeast.

In addition, the Foundation awarded $9,300 to Laurence Taylor, professor of mathematics, for work on algebraic and geometric topology.

Andrew Sormasse, professor of mathematics, received $47,200 from the Foundation for his work on translational algebraic geometry, and Nancy Stanton, professor of mathematics, received an award of $24,100 from the Foundation for work on the variational principles of complex plactican.

The Foundation also granted $27,500 to Joan D'ellenbea, associate professor of mathematics, for studies in topology theory.

The National Endowment for the Humanities awarded two grants, the first of which was $27,500 to Joann Delamena, assistant professor of modern and classical languages, for work on historical strategies. The second award was $27,500 to Susan Youens, assistant professor of the program of liberal studies, for her studies on the music and poetry in the songs of Hugo Wolf.

Steven Bell, assistant professor of modern and classical language, was awarded $14,000 by the Council of International Exchange Scholars for research on Perz and Revueltas. The Council also awarded $14,000 to Scott Mainwaring, assistant professor of government and international studies, for work on the Party of the Democratic Movement.

The Environmental Protection Agency awarded $4,433 to Stephen Carpenter, assistant professor of environmental studies, for research on the variance of ecosystem stress indicators.

Joseph White, assistant faculty fellow in history, was awarded $9,000 from the Association of Theology Schools for research on Protestant worship traditions in America.

In addition to these research grants, several special grants were also received by Notre Dame. Awards for facilities and equipment totaled $6,400 from the National Science Foundation for equipment to analyze data of Halley's Comet, a study by Thomas Mather and visiting assistant professor of physics, and Randall Ruchti, professor of physics.
Gunman kills 8 in shopping malls

Associated Press

PALM BAY, Fla. - A man armed with high-powered rifles and handguns opened fire at two downtown shopping centers Thursday, killing at least eight people, wounding 11 and holding hostages in a supermarket for several hours before he was captured, authorities said.

"The man has been arrested," Police Lt. Candice Leek said shortly after 2 a.m., more than 7 hours after the shooting began. "They chased him down and subdued him. He is being brought to the station right now."

The gunman had released the last of his three hostages about a half-hour earlier, and Leek said then that police had "gassed the store, and he says he's going to kill himself."

Police had negotiated with the man all night over a special telephone line, according to police spokesman Louise Brown, who said he told authorities he "didn't want to hurt any more women."

After the man was arrested, Leek said police discovered that numerous customers and employees who were in the store when the gunman entered had "locked themselves in the coolers," where they remained throughout the siege.

"They are being let out and treated now," she said.

More than 200 police and Air Force canine units converged on the scene and police snipers were stationed on rooftops, according to witnesses.

Brown said a second man was arrested in relation to the shootings, but authorities later determined he had not taken part in gunfire and that there was in fact only one gunman.

Brown said five people were found dead in the parking lot of one of the shopping centers. Officials at Holmes Regional Medical Center said three shooting fatalities were brought there.

To be or not to be

Sophomore Fred Heidenreich takes part in a scene from a Shakespearean play. Heidenreich acts out his role as part of James Robinson's Shakespeare course.

FINDING AN APARTMENT
IN MANHATTAN TAKES
THE RIGHT EDUCATION

Get a free copy of "Manhattan Moves®"—the insider's guide to finding an affordable apartment in Manhattan.

To welcome potential new residents to the city, and dispel some myths about housing in New York, we have published a book called "Manhattan Moves®". It’s the ultimate insider’s guide to apartment hunting in the Big Apple.

"Manhattan Moves®" helps you set your sights on the right type of apartment and location. It takes you on a tour of the city’s neighborhoods, introduces you to the available housing, gives you vital facts about transportation, housing laws, renting, sharing, and much more.

The book gives you inside advice on actually finding the apartment you’ve targeted. It helps you find the hottest listings, tells you how to canvas, and how to select a broker.

Send for a free copy of "Manhattan Moves®" today. It won’t guarantee you a Manhattan apartment, but it will definitely get you "moving" in the right direction.

TO: MANHATTAN MOVES® 235 EAST 95TH STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10128

Send me a copy of "Manhattan Moves®"—The Insider’s Guide to finding an Apartment in Manhattan—free without cost or obligation.

Your Name

School

Address

City State Zip

Home Address

City State Zip

Phone No

Or Call Toll Free 1 (800) 247-4041

In New York State: (212) 996-5000

You're still cool, Jack!
Happy 19th Birthday!
We love you,
Mom, Dad, Mike

 AVAILABLE AT THE HAMMES NOTRE DAME BOOKSTORE
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You’re still cool, Jack!
Happy 19th Birthday!
We love you,
Mom, Dad, Mike

 AVAILABLE AT THE HAMMES NOTRE DAME BOOKSTORE
Security Beat

Tuesday
8:40 a.m. - While on routine patrol, a Security Officer found a wallet stolen in a previous case. Security is in the process of contacting the owner.

Wednesday
12:44 a.m. - A Howard Hall resident reported the theft of a stereo dock from a studio in the Architecture Building. Victim estimates his loss at $130.00.
12:25 p.m. - A resident of Pangborn Hall reported that his vehicle was broken into while it was parked in the D6 Lot. Entry was made by smashing a vent window. A color television was removed from the vehicle and valued at $150.00.
2:20 p.m. - The manager of the Morris Inn reported the theft of a black trench coat, belonging to a priest, taken from the cloak room. Value of the property is unknown at this time. Prior to the theft being reported, a black male subject - 25 yrs. old, 5'8" medium build, light complexion - was seen exiting the Morris Inn wearing a black coat similar to the one stolen. Security attempted to locate this subject, however, he left the area.
2:30 p.m. - A Pangborn resident reported the theft of a check out of his checkbook after his roommate alerted him to the fact that he had some checks stolen. At this time there is no actual loss to the victim.
2:50 p.m. - Security stopped and identified the driver of a golf cart as it was observed driving recklessly through campus.
4:55 p.m. - A Farley resident reported the theft of a license plate from her vehicle while it was parked in the D2 Lot. Victim estimates her loss at $50.

Thursday
10:20 a.m. - Two heat lamps, valued at $6 each, were reported stolen from the pool area at the Rolf's Aquatic Center in the ACC.
12:15 p.m. - A University Village resident reported the theft of his bicycle from outside the Memorial Library. Victim estimates his loss at $150. The bike was locked at the time the theft occurred.
2:30 p.m. - A Pangborn resident reported the theft of a check out of his checkbook after his roommate alerted him to the fact that he had some checks stolen. At this time there is no actual loss to the victim.
2:50 p.m. - Security stopped and identified the driver of a golf cart as it was observed driving recklessly through campus.

Sophomores
Applications for Junior Parents' Weekend Chairmen

now available April 23 & 24 in the Student Activities Office, 3rd floor LaFortune. Applications must be returned by Friday, April 24 by 5:00 p.m.

Star Wars
continued from page 1
energy devices closer to the weapons stage.
The report played an immediate role in congressional debate on President Reagan's request to spend $5.8 billion next year on Star Wars.

The authors of the report, "many of whom have important roles in developing those technologies," received classified briefings from Defense Department officials, Patel said.
Patel's co-chairman on the study group was Harvard University physicist Nicolaas Bloembergen, who was awarded a Nobel Prize in 1981 for his work on lasers. A six-member committee that reviewed the report included two others who won Nobels for laser research, Charles Townes of the University of California at Berkeley and Arthur Schawlow of Stanford University.

Their report concluded that the power and quality of even the most promising of the lasers and other prospective directed energy weapons need to be improved at least 100 times before they could be used in an anti-missile defense system.
We are pleased to announce the following 1987 graduates of the University of Notre Dame have recently been associated with our firm:

**ATLANTA OFFICE**

Jim G. Byrne, BBA
Audit

Patrick T. Celeste, BS
Consulting

Stephen P. Mettler, BS
Consulting

Tammy Miller, MBA
Tax

Brian P. Rose, BS
Consulting

**BOSTON OFFICE**

Paul D. Dorger, BBA
Audit

**CHICAGO OFFICE**

Michael S. Carlson, MBA
Audit

Anne C. Comer, BBA
Audit

Richard D. Cooney, BBA
Consulting

Walter D. DiGiulio, MBA
Consulting

Laura T. Gleason, BBA
Audit

Todd A. Harding, BA
Consulting

Michael T. Hofbauer, BBA
Audit

Sheila A. Kennedy, BA
Consulting

Estile O. Kominowski, BBA
Audit

Edward R. Lahood, BS
Consulting

Christopher S. Lang, MBA
Consulting

John F. Lavoie, BS
Consulting

Cathleen G. Leroux, BBA
Audit

Kevin R. Maddock, BBA
Consulting

Ellen F. McDonald, BA
Consulting

**CHICAGO WORLD HEADQUARTERS**

Molly A. McGinnis, BA
Consulting

Patricia A. Mileski, BBA
Audit

John H. Moore, BS
Consulting

Scott C. Morrison, BBA
Consulting

Daniel J. Piscatelli, BBA
Audit

Kathleen A. Shander, MBA
Tax

Patrick J. Songer, MBA
Consulting

Mary K. Steinmetz, BA
Consulting

Jeffrey G. Van Wie, BBA
Consulting

Tammy S. Wedeking, BBA
Consulting

**DALLAS OFFICE**

Regan A. Richter, BBA
Audit

Kevin M. Valek, BBA
Tax

**DETROIT OFFICE**

Sarah H. Bernard, BBA
Audit

**MINNEAPOLIS OFFICE**

Daniel D. Sorensen, BBA
Audit

**NEW YORK OFFICE**

Thomas W. Powers, BA
Consulting

Mayling M. Woo, MS
Audit

**PHILADELPHIA OFFICE**

Thomas M. McCabe, BBA
Audit

**PHOENIX OFFICE**

Thomas W. Powers, BA
Consulting

**PITTSBURGH OFFICE**

Robert M. Very, BBA
Audit

Joseph G. Zewe, BBA
Audit

**ROCHESTER OFFICE**

John S. McLachlan, BS
Consulting

**SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE**

John P. Hallissy, BBA
Consulting

**STAMFORD OFFICE**

Shelly S. Jegier, BBA
Audit

**WASHINGTON, D.C. OFFICE**

Katherine L. Ruppe, BBA
Audit

We are pleased to announce the following 1987 graduates of the University of Notre Dame Law School have recently been associated with our firm:

**CLEVELAND OFFICE**

Patrick C. Mackin, JD
Tax

**MINNEAPOLIS OFFICE**

Ingrid A. Dittrich, JD
Tax

**NEW YORK OFFICE**

Anthony Scordo, JD
Tax

We are pleased to announce the following 1987 graduates of St. Mary’s College have recently been associated with our firm:

Anne C. Easterday, BBA
Audit

Christina M. Rashid, BBA
Audit

Karen G. Steck, BBA
Audit

33 West Monroe Street, Chicago, Illinois 60603 (312) 580-0033
A student pornography magazine at Yale Univ. is causing a stir, even before the first issue is printed. Some officials are upset about a poster advertising a benefit dance for the publication, which graphically depicts men and women engaged in sexual acts. The as-yet-unnamed magazine will include both heterosexual and homosexual information.

Monitors will be required for off-campus housing at Brigham Young Univ. next fall in order to ensure that school standards are being upheld. They'll also serve as liaisons between students and BYU in solving housing problems. If the housing is not BYU-approved, the school will "let parents know it's wide-open and that things can get pretty wild," says one official.

While toilet paper use by dorm residents at Oklahoma Univ. is excessive (76,000 plus rolls last year), at Iowa State Univ. students don't want to use any of it. ISU students, after circulating a petition complaining about tissue paper quality, tested 18 different brands and chose their top five picks. Then, ISU officials selected which brand fit into the school's budget.

No sex is the rule for Catawba College (N.C.) athletes, who must sign an agreement stating they won't engage in inappropriate heterosexual or homosexual activity. They must also agree to attend study hall and not to use illegal drugs. Failure to follow the agreement may result in dismissal from the team and notification of an athlete's parents.

National Orgasm Week was declared recently. And to celebrate, Roger Libby, a freelance sexologist and former Univ. of Massachusetts professor, urged students to stage a fantasy ball during which they'd dress up as their favorite fantasy. No word yet on what costume Libby wore.

Since your college grad specialist Greg Kantaukas & Dan Meachum brought this ad and get $400 off the purchase price, or a 90-day deferral on your payments, as a graduation present from GMAC and Rafferty's.

From your college grad specialist Greg Kantaukas & Dan Meachum.

For this special GMAC financing, all you need is your diploma or letter of graduation, proof of a job, a low down payment, and the ability to meet monthly payments.

PIME MISSIONARIES live the GOSPEL among the poor and unchurched in the Third World. So that all may know of God's love.

Young men 18-35, interested in FREE BOOKLET about life as a missionary priest in PIME, fill out this ad and send it to: PIME Vocation Dept., 3731 West 62nd St., Chicago, Ill. 60629 (312) 767-0620

Be one of Northwestern's valuable summer imports.

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY SUMMER SESSION '87

2003 Sheridan Road
Evanston, Illinois 60201

Please send my free copy of the Summer Session '87 catalog with financial aid and registration information. (Available mid-March.)

Name
Address
City State Zip

Send the coupon or call 1-800-ENRLE-NU (Inside Illinois call 312-491-8280)
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An Tostal is Notre Dame's answer to the "nothing-to-do-in-South-Bend" syndrome. The favorite pastime of many Notre Dame students is complaining. "But there's so much to complain about," you say. There's the alcohol policy, the lopsided male-female ratio and South Bend.

Notre Dame has long suffered through an identity crisis in the party area. "I thought Notre Dame was a "dry" campus," a friend asked. "Well," I told her the whole story of the exodus off-campus.

I started with the Campus View party cruises, continued through Bridget's, and ended with the South Bend cops. "What about the bars?" she asked.

"This is Indiana. You need an ID, a really good ID," I tried to explain. "I think you should transfer to University Of Illinois," she told me.

Trying to defend the reputation of the Golden Dome, I told her about some of the better weekends I had here. "You mean the cops actually send the dogs on students," she gasped. Dramatically, I told her the story of Notre Dame students who were brutally breathalyzed and harassed while trying to enjoy a party.

An Tostal is Notre Dame's chance to party. OK, so it is non-alcoholic. But Notre Dame is infamous for its attempts to throw non-alcoholic parties. We did have the world's largest musical chairs competition, and then there is Theodore's.

An Tostal hasn't yet attracted the masses that flock to Indiana University for the Little 500, or to the University of Wisconsin for Halloween. But those are state schools. They are supposed to be party schools. Besides, Wisconsin has a grandfather clause in its drinking law that makes many of us under 21-year-olds legal there. And Indiana University gets 3,000 kegs for their Little 500 weekend.

I asked some students how they thought An Tostal could be built up into a bigger, more famous event like those of the state schools. "Alcohol would make the event better," was the most popular response. "Couldn't they bend the rules just a little, like at SYR's or tailgaters?" they asked me.

But we all know that we can have a good time without alcohol, I assured them. "At this school," said Doug Reilly, "if there is alcohol, people get more relaxed." I reminded him of the alcohol policy and told him that I knew the University wouldn't go for the idea. "The people who are going to drink are going to drink regardless of the alcohol policy. It would be safer to drink on campus," said Reilly. As with any discussion about the alcohol policy, we came to no peaceful resolution.

"I think An Tostal would be more successful if the faculty gave no papers or exams during An Tostal," Steve Rawlings suggested. Keep dreaming, I thought. It wouldn't be Notre Dame without all of the work. Rob Walters suggested that the An Tostal committee should send out questionnaires polling the students about what events they would like to have. "They should pump up the popular events like Bookstore Basketball and the mudpits more, to make them a bigger tradition," Walters continued.

see AN TOSTAL, page 4
Louder than bombs: turn it up

KEVIN WALSH features writer

A common rock critic com­
plain is that there aren't enough
exciting and adven­
turous bands around these
days. I can hearten back to the
1960s as a time when bands
like the Beatles and the Rolling
Stones (inaugurating the biggest
and best bands of that time or
any time) were daring and
commercial at the same
time. A sort of glow emanates
from these bands because they
began at a time when rock
criticism itself was in its
in­

\[\text{Louder than bombs} \]

As critics and fans alike grew
more jaded and discriminating,
the idea of the rock star
changed and so did the music.
Inexplicably, before anyone
knew it, most rock music was
dull, populist trash. Im­
portant, exciting and adven­
turous bands around these
times were daring and
sometimes a little too cute for
my tastes, since this double
album's new songs insures
that new fans will be attracted,
and most of the new songs
are really great. Their a s­
ounding musical range is
really shown off well here.
from the quasi-hardcore "London"
through the lugubrious "Ashey."
Louder Than Bombs is a
good Smiths album to get if
you've heard about them but
don't have any of their albums.
Don't expect this. It's a
single album, Louder Than
Bombs is a

Rounding out An Tostal weekend

Frivolous Friday

Sunny Saturday

Jello-O Toss 12:30
Liceous Eating 12:30
Bookbag Toss 12:45
Hot Pepper Eating 1:00
Mattress Race 1:00
Egg Drop 1:15
Donest Eating 1:15
Watermelon Seed Spitting 1:30
Treasure Hunt 1:30
Pie-e-e-face 1:30
Toss Toss 1:45
Tire Rolling 2:00
Pig Eating 2:00
Nog Toss 2:30
Cereal Eating 2:30
Cow Chip Throwing 2:45
Popcorn Eating 2:45
Obstacle Course 3:00
Cow Chip Throwing 3:30
Impersonations 3:45
Lawnmower 4:15
Serf Auction 4:30
Friday Night Dance 9:00

Road Rally 9:30
Hangover 10:30
Ride Flying 10:10
Pancakes 11:15
Ballon Toss at Picnic 11:45
Orange Flaxing 11:50
Wheelbarrow Race 11:55
Bucket Brigade 12:00
Potato and Spoon Relay 12:05
Sack Race 12:10
Clothes Relay 12:15
Three-Legged Race 12:20
Mustard Flights 1:00
Wheelbarrow Race 1:15
Internat Med Dir of War 1:25
Mud Pits 1:15
Mud Volleyball 1:30
Chariot Races 2:00
Frisbee Golf 4:00
Frisbee Finals 5:00
Recess 10:10
Timbuk 3 Concert 10:00

Students earn money and gain job
experience this summer. Positions
now open in:

- Marketing
- Personnel
- Distribution
- Communications
- Finance
- Accounting
- Manufacturing
- Telemarketing

No experience necessary. No fee, no contract. We
have the positions/hours to keep you busy this summer.

NOTES: Contact these offices for more information:

- 1900 East Gulf Rd.
  Schaumburg, Ill. 312/882-1253
  1470 Ashland Ave.
  Des Plaines, Ill. 312/989-0960
  2021 Spring Road
  Oakbrook, Ill. 312/778-0797
  1601 North Blvd.
  Naperville, Ill. 312/309-3440
  8707 Skokie Blvd
  Skokie, Ill. 312/673-4024
  4740 West 95th St.
  Oak Lawn, Ill. 312/363-0401

- 645 North Michigan Ave.
  Chicago, Ill. 312/337-6006
  1440 Michigan Wacker Drive
  Chicago, Ill. 312/377-0790
  108 N. State St.
  Chicago, Ill. 312/672-4181

- Northwest Office Automation
  2700 River Road
  Des Plaines, Ill. 312/699-9970
  108 N. State St.
  Chicago, Ill. 312/346-9276

DRAFTS 75 CENTS
TONITE

The Club will be closed on Saturday.
Timbuk 3: a dynamic duo

DENNIS CORRIGAN
features writer

Timbuk 3 isn't your average group. When they play outdoors at Stepane Saturday, you'll only see two people: the husband and wife duo of Pat MacDonald and Barbara K. So why the Timbuk 3? Besides the fact that Barbara says three Is the group's lucky number, the T3 is an unusual group. It was one of the most original of 1987. Debut album: Greetings From Timbuk 3, which featured a mule carrying a television on the jacket cover. Their debut album, I Gotta Wear Shades, "went through the narrow streets of a couple blues clubs, rock clubs, and big clubs that can have different styles. There are a couple blues clubs, rock clubs, and big clubs that can have different viewpoints on this and that - how they feel about us. There aren't that many that have good record contracts, and the group put on its shades. In a recent phone conversation with Barbara, she talked about the group's recent European tour, philosophy and more. How were you received everywhere? It went really well. I was surprised. We were real popular in England at least and some other countries are starting to catch on to our music box which is kind of interesting to me (laughs). Are you really surprised by the success you've had? Sure, I mean it's kind of rare that bands put out their first record and have so much success. Although, there are lots of bands. There's a whole new crop of bands - really good bands - that are getting airplay on the radio. It was a good year for new bands. Other bands out of Austin? There are a lot of bands that are doing well in Austin. Maybe more regionally that are real successful or in a few regions of the country. There aren't that many that have good record deals where they go to record companies promoting albums. Although the T-Birds are certainly an exception. They're doing great. What do you think it is about Austin that there are so many bands coming from there? We're a supporter of original rock and roll. It's just the community. There are so many clubs to play and lots of bands. It's a vibrant music scene with all different styles. There are a couple blues clubs, rock clubs, and big clubs that can have touring bands and also help out the local acts. It's really good. And then there's The Hole In The Wall. And then there's The Hole In The Wall (laughs). Were they happy to see you back? Oh, all different kinds. Pat listened to the radio, and I was more influenced or actually inspired by live music because I grew up mostly in Texas. Oh, yeah. We played there under an alias right before we went to Europe and had a great gig. We haven't played there since we've been back. As a matter of fact, I was there last night. You have so many different styles of music on your album. What types of music were most influential on you? I grew up mostly in Texas. I think his politics are a little questionable, though. What Is the Timbuk 3 view of the world? That's a big question, you know. It's changing every day. Just going through Europe, through all these different countries, and experiencing different viewpoints on this and that - how they feel about us. There aren't that many that have good record contracts, and the group put on its shades. In a recent phone conversation with Barbara, she talked about the group's recent European tour, philosophy and more. How were you received everywhere? It went really well. I was surprised. We were real popular in England at least and some other countries are starting to catch on to our music box which is kind of interesting to me (laughs). Are you really surprised by the success you've had? Sure, I mean it's kind of rare that bands put out their first record and have so much success. Although, there are lots of bands. There's a whole new crop of bands - really good bands - that are getting airplay on the radio. It was a good year for new bands. Other bands out of Austin? There are a lot of bands that are doing well in Austin. Maybe more regionally that are real successful or in a few regions of the country. There aren't that many that have good record deals where they go to record companies promoting albums. Although the T-Birds are certainly an exception. They're doing great. What do you think it is about Austin that there are so many bands coming from there? We're a supporter of original rock and roll. It's just the community. There are so many clubs to play and lots of bands. It's a vibrant music scene with all different styles. There are a couple blues clubs, rock clubs, and big clubs that can have touring bands and also help out the local acts. It's really good. And then there's The Hole In The Wall. And then there's The Hole In The Wall (laughs). Were they happy to see you back? Oh, all different kinds. Pat listened to the radio, and I was more influenced or actually inspired by live music because I grew up mostly in Texas. Oh, yeah. We played there under an alias right before we went to Europe and had a great gig. We haven't played there since we've been back. As a matter of fact, I was there last night. You have so many different styles of music on your album. What types of music were most influential on you? I grew up mostly in Texas. I think his politics are a little questionable, though. What Is the Timbuk 3 view of the world? That's a big question, you know. It's changing every day. Just going through Europe, through all these different countries, and experiencing different viewpoints on this and that - how they feel about us. There aren't that many that have good record contracts, and the group put on its shades. In a recent phone conversation with Barbara, she talked about the group's recent European tour, philosophy and more. How were you received everywhere? It went really well. I was surprised. We were real popular in England at least and some other countries are starting to catch on to our music box which is kind of interesting to me (laughs). Are you really surprised by the success you've had? Sure, I mean it's kind of rare that bands put out their first record and have so much success. Although, there are lots of bands. There's a whole new crop of bands - really good bands - that are getting airplay on the radio. It was a good year for new bands. Other bands out of Austin? There are a lot of bands that are doing well in Austin. Maybe more regionally that are real successful or in a few regions of the country. There aren't that many that have good record deals where they go to record companies promoting albums. Although the T-Birds are certainly an exception. They're doing great. What do you think it is about Austin that there are so many bands coming from there? We're a supporter of original rock and roll. It's just the community. There are so many clubs to play and lots of bands. It's a vibrant music scene with all different styles. There are a couple blues clubs, rock clubs, and big clubs that can have touring bands and also help out the local acts. It's really good. And then there's The Hole In The Wall. And then there's The Hole In The Wall (laughs). Were they happy to see you back? Oh, all different kinds. Pat listened to the radio, and I was more influenced or actually inspired by live music because I grew up mostly in Texas.
AN TOSTAL
Sights of Spring

continued from page 1

Even though An Tostal hasn't yet attracted the wandering road-trippers of the Midwest, it is still a good party. Where else could you find the world's largest basketball tournament, featuring 662 teams, with the most creative team names (at least they used to be creative)? The final of the bookstore tournament ended the An Tostal events on Sunday at 1:00 p.m. at Stepan Courts. The final two women's teams and the final two men's teams will battle it out for the XVI title.

Fat Friday should be called "Fat Friday" since many of the events center around food. There are contests for licorice eating, hot pepper eating, donut eating, pie eating, cereal eating, and popcorn eating, to name a few. The final bookstore tournament ends the final of the bookstore tournament at 1:00 p.m. at Stepan Courts.

Friday's events also include a keg toss. Yes, the kegs are empty. But, who empties them? Someone told me that they shipped them up from IU. A mattress race, cow chip throwing contest, car stuffing contest, impersonations, loud mouth, and a serf auction are some of the other afternoon events on the South Quad.

Sunny Saturday is also known as Muddy Saturday. Many consider the mudpits to be the highlight of An Tostal. People like playing in the mud, throwing mud, and most importantly, throwing other people in the mud. This year's mud events include a chariot race, wheelbarrow races, pillow fights, volleyball, and tug-of-war. The formal mud events begin at 1:00 p.m. The free-for-all lasts as long as anyone can stand it. The mudpits are the ideal way to get back at those who threw you in the mud last year. The mudpits are also an ideal way to let out all the frustration of the semester before finals. And they say Notre Dame is a dry campus.

Saturday's events include a lot more than the mud. There are the hangover 5K and 10K at 9:30 a.m. at Stepan Center. Saturday morning and early afternoon is filled with picnic events, including a three-legged race, a sack race, and a balloon toss. And Saturday night there's recess. Is that Notre Dame's answer to the alcohol policy? Recess lasts from 8:30-11 at Stepan Center. The highlight of Saturday evening's events is the Timbuk 3 concert. Timbuk 3 is one of the hottest bands to invade Notre Dame in a long while. The concert is outdoors at Stepan Courts at 10 p.m. And the event is free.

So there you have it. An Tostal, the Notre Dame tradition. If this year's events are successful, maybe the word will get out. Maybe next year Notre Dame will get 3000 kegs for An Tostal, empty, of course.

An Tostal
Notre Dame concludes with Blue-Gold Classic

By MARTY STRASEN
Assistant Sports Editor

While this year’s 57th-annual Blue-Gold Spring Classic is not surrounded by the kind of last-minute suspension of five players from spring play because of disciplinary reasons (linebackers Cedric Figaro and Dan Quinn, and freshmen tight ends coach George Streeter, another opportunity to keep Holtz in the pressbox.

That’s really not because we’ve been playing more physical football, but because we’ve been doing the same things with less people.

“That takes a lot out of a player, but I’m just pleased that we’ve made it through the workouts without any serious injuries. That comes with good fundamentals and a good attitude.

No, this year was not a walkover which left Notre Dame with a 5-6 season.

Irish flanker Tim Brown was last year’s Blue-Gold offensive MVP, leading the Gold squad to a 24-17 victory.

Notre Dame tailback Mark Green breaks through the line last year against Pittsburgh, and will look to lead the Blue squad in Notre Dame’s annual Blue-Gold Spring Classic.

Frenso (5-9, 179 pounds) has been perhaps the biggest and most pleasant surprise this spring, coming off a knee injury suffered in the spring game.

Offensive Line - The standard task of the linemen in the Blue-Gold Classic is to survive, and with the suspension of three offensive linemen at the start of the spring, the situation is even worse this year.

For the Blue, co-captain Byron Nelson anchors the team from the nosetackle position, while Matt Dingens and Kevin McShane start at the Inside slots.

Tom Rehder.

The Blue-Gold Classic, however, gives Holtz a chance to forget all the problems and have a little fun before the pads are put away until August practices.

“IT’s important after a long, hard spring to end it all on a fun note, and give the players a chance to compete.” Holtz said.

It should be fun to watch.”

Tom Gorman fills the tight end slot.

The Gold team has what it takes to do a little more than just survive.

No. 1. team. Francisco is also expected to be scufiting for a spot on the main reserves.
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What was once round of 662 has been narrowed to Elite Eight

By PETE SKIKO

Eight teams. Seven games. One champion. The laws of the game of basketball tell us that any one of the eight remaining squads could show up at the buzzer looking away from Stepan 1 as the newly-crowned Bookstore champion. But the Bookstore schedule will survive the rigors of the next three days, and experience the glory and excitement that have been the winners of the month-long tournament. For each team, there has emerged a long and grueling road, paved with Midgets, Druids, Fags, Team No. (take your pick), and Dead Chicks, as well as pouring rains, driving blizzards and biting winds.

Today's games will be played on the Bookstore Courts this afternoon at 3 and 6, and the semifinals and finals will be played on the following afternoon at Stepan. Here is a quick rundown of the final eight teams:

Party At Chips When We Repeat - The defending champions have equalled last year's Bookstore title hopes, and this year's team will beat the tournament. Known last year as Lee's BBQ Roundhouse, Party at Chips returns four players and adds Jay Popps, who played for 1984 champion New Order. "We have been consistency and levelness and shooting touch, while Tim Crawford and Ralph Ferrara both can fill up the basket from outside shooting and a smooth transition game have carried the Raiders thus far.

New Order - This quintet from Grace Hall is one of three unranked teams remaining in the tournament. They have displayed a highly-regarded inside game in recent games and play well together as a team. Joe Hills has paced New Order with his quickness and shooting touch, while Mike Scotty returns from last year's tournament with a dominating presence. Respectable opponents, New Order will beat the tournament.

Corporate Raiders - Corporate Raiders has become the dark horse of the remaining teams, with help from a rather surprising source. Last year's runner-up won't beat Da' Brothers of Manhood, but great efforts from last year's Most Outstanding Player (MOP) and the "famous" Baha shirt. The Raiders also need the defensive play of center Jeff Stump to continue to play well. Corporate Raiders still has a long way to go to win the tournament, but they certainly have the talent to do so.

Sillama Jamma - Team play and the recent emergence of Scott Hicks as a dominating presence has been key to the team's success. Hicks, with his quickness, has driven the team's offense, but depending on the other team's strengths, we can go to the middle well too.

Double Deecker Oreo Cookie - No doubt about it, this is a tough team. Last year's champ, the Cookie looks to the scoring of Lavelle Willis and team quickness to demolish its opponents. "I think our chances are really good if we keep playing the way we are," said Cookie player Zanette Bennett. "We are determined to keep our title." The Cookie's defense has prevailed so far, having given up only two points in its first two games. "Iceman, Slider, Maverick, Goose - How About a Game of Hoops?" - The team with the longest name, the members have played well throughout the tournament behind the scoring of Francine Kelly and Colleen O'Connor. "Francine really sets the tempo of the game," said a team member. "We've got a running team, and if we play our game, we'll do really well." Still Having Fun - Led by point guard Mary Beth Borowski, and the rebounding of Jane Weldon, Having Fun is looking to take top honors in the tournament. "We have good overall players and a lot of balance," said Annamarie McDavid. "Our defense this year is really tough, but we just need to play well to win.

Rooster Lawyer?? - A team made up entirely of law students, the Lawyer has breezed through the tournament on the strength of basketball experience and teamwork. They have little trouble with Who Needs High Heels. Anyway? in their last matchup, winning 21-14. A tournament favorite, the Lawyer should continue to play well.

Fast Break Five - Enjoying a great height advantage over most of the other Bookstore teams, the Five hopes that inside play and rebounding are enough to carry them to the finals. "The competition looks really good," said one of the Five, Cynthia Quicklin. "We have good balance, though. Everyone contributes," Will that be tough? "Only time will tell for the Five.

Kukla, Fran, Ollie, and 2 Other Players - Another team that relies on balance, Kukla has added quickness and endurance to get to the Elite Eight. "We play well as a team," said Tina Duff. "We have a great combination of outside shooters and inside play.

Quint - A really tough team, the Quint looks to wrap up four great years of Bookstore play with a championship. "We are better this year with our new player (Kathy Brommelmand)," said Reggie Richter, "Kathy's awesome at center. The competition is good, but our height will help." The Quint, another team with balanced scoring, hopes to keep up their outstanding play and make this a tournament to remember.

1987 SUMMER SESSION

The Summer Session is an excellent opportunity to supplement your academic year program at reasonable cost, only $88 per credit hour.

ADVANCE REGISTRATION

Advance Registration for the 1987 Summer Session is taking place now, April 23-30. Obtain the 1987 Summer Session Bulletin, which lists the courses available this summer, and the Summer Session Advance Registration Form from the Summer Session Office (room 310 Administration Building) and Departmental Offices. Summer Session Advance Registration Forms may also be obtained from Dean's Offices and the Registrar's Office.

DON'T DELAY - REGISTER TODAY!

ELEGANT PASSAGE IS BACK

with their spring line of cotons

We promised you these last fall-cotton sweaters, pants, shirts, blouses, and the "famous" Baha shirt.

All prices below wholesale.

See you on April 27 through May 1.

LaFerrington Student Center - Main Floor
Of bigots Bakker & peacemaker King

W hat I chiefly hate about its unwillingness to tolerate which he was willing to put his Americans, whose families had been badly used by for many generations, to start dreams of their own. King's dream of black children and white children growing up peacefully together as brothers and sisters was so good it seemed like one of the splendid messages given to the Old Testament prophets.

Father Robert Griffin
Letters to a Lonely God

When King stood on the steps of the Lincoln Memorial to describe his dream in a speech, the streets in Washington were jammed with crowds of his followers, black and white, anxious to listen to him as the new Moses delivering the slaves from church. He had a dream in living color which defined him as a patriot. He understood the language of the official documents guaranteeing Americans their right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.

King's bitter enemies were not the politicians defending his dream by their insistence that soldiers die in a war. Bigots, fearing the image of him as a black Christ, spread the stories disfiguring him as God's servant. They tried to disqualify him as a civil rights leader with an Immaculate dream of children unbothered by prejudice.

A story out of the Talmud says that at the creation, the Master of the Universe decided that living creatures should begin as seeds which keep getting bigger and bigger. Only sorrow was created fully-grown. People were created to decrease the size of the sorrows in the world.

The devil continually tries to blend us in human goodness. "The evil that men do lives after them," Shakespeare wrote. "And the evil thing / So often intertwined with their bones." "There is always something," said Willie Stark, the politician out of the Louisiana statehouse in "All The King's Men." "From the stink of the dinner to the stench of the straw, there is always something you can use as blackmail. That's a fairly Presbyterian outlook, about which Oral Roberts tells us not to worry, because sinners in need of hanging are saved by faith and not works.

John Kennedy wasn't a saint. He wasn't even a martyr in the same sense King was. Still, Kennedy left us proud of being Americans, and the country has been going downhill ever since he died. Could we not give him credit for the size of his dreams as he showed them to us on his inauguration day or at the Berlin Wall? How many more books will be written to denounce the Camelot? We've become so accurate in cynics anxious to find out the worst about people so that we can write them off as phonies. The Boston Irish who kept voting James Michael Curley for mayor were realists; they understood that human gran­ dulor is always flawed.

Curley was a lovable rogue operating on the principle that you can't make an omelette without breaking eggs. Meeting a poor, homely widow, Curley would slip her some change. "Every woman needs money and good looks," he would tell her, "and now you have both." Such a compliment covers a multitude of sins. He was adored in South Boston as an Irishman who grew up poor and never forgot to take care of his own.

Even though he spent part of his time in office as a jailbird, the voters whom he was good to didn't mind. They felt that he loved them, and that he would help the working man or his benevolent family when times were hardest. He would chase away the sorrow waiting at the door like a wolf. A month after Curley's death, Archbishop Cushing received the Cardinal's red hat for which he had been waiting for years. The Irish said, "James Michael got the Cardinal's promotion."

Even if the courts declared James Michael a crook, the Irish knew that all was well with his soul. He was like the Good Thief who was told on his deathbed, "You will be with me in Paradise." Now, all the lovely rogues who used to rule the cities are gone, too, leaving us to bury their obituary in "The Last Hur­ rath." We will not see them elected to public office again.

You have to worry about a man who doesn't have a dream, or who doesn't trust that other people have a dream that they live by. How could the television preachers have turned on Jim Bakker if they believed he was sincere as a shepherd of souls who brought the black sheep home. "You're a cancer on the body of the Church," declared Jimmy Swaggart, though the poor, soiled shepherd to the wolves because of a five-year-old sin.

The electronic church has made a sacrament of reconciliation available to the sinner needing to make his confession and receive absolution. There is no seal of confession; one preac­ her discusses another preac­ her's frailties on a talk show beamed coast to coast. There are no reserves of grace which heal the soul and fill it with peace. Even the shrink felt free to describe Bakker rolling on the floor out of shame and self-hate.

Everything that happened was show business staged in a glass house, as simple enterta­ niment. Such a religion has no grass roots; its pastors are con artists ignorant of what Christianity means by mercy and forgiveness. With them as his judges, Bakker was more sinned against than sinning.

Once there was a famous teacher on this campus who had reminded his students that the Latin word "credor" doesn't mean "I believe." As the years went on, the teacher, through consistent self-neglect, died and slowed down physically. His former brilliance dimmed; he survived as a ghost, too burnt out for fresh insights. During the sad time he was dying, the students kept alive the reputation of his greatness.

On the day of his funeral, I heard one freshman telling an other, "He died of a broken heart." I could have con­ tradicted him. "He died as an alcoholic," but it somehow seemed better not to. A kind of mythology, being begun, and Notre Dame would be en­ riched by the myth.

Sometimes the opposite happens. However. Sometimes mythical figures are belittled for their feet of clay. Glants are fashionable as though they never existed. Their monuments rest in the hearts and minds of young scholars to whom they imparted the lessons of love and truth which decrease the size of the sorrows in the world. Like Martin Luther King, they serve God with their im­ maculate dreams. I hope these myths rise from the grave to haunt the campus.

DOME 1987 DISTRIBUTION Outside Stepan Center (inside if rain) 12:30-4:30 pm please bring ID FINAL DAY!! all classes (87' - 90) can pick up the book today by William Shakespeare Directed by Reg Bain Notre DameSaint Mary's Theatre production of Macbeth is now accepting applications for the position of: 1988 SoHoWorke Literary Festival Chairman Applications are available in the sec­ retary's office on the 2nd floor of LaFortune and must be returned by Tuesday, April 28.
Aye, the re’s the rub. They have best to beat Leone’s. But it will. this point and needs to be at its survived a few scares to get to not been tested. New Order has am ent, and I know it has a most intense team in the tour­

In the Final Four, then, we have Party at Chips against New Order and Tequila White Lightning facing Da’ Brothers. New Order and Tequila will have to settle for finishing one step away. Party at Chips is just too much for the fivesome from Grace Hall. And Donald Royal will need to assert himself more than he has, but Man­hood’s quickness and the inside play of Royal, Joel Williams and Brown the leader will over­whelm Tequila.

Raiders continued from page 16

Although Detroit’s Steve Chiasson got the best of Toronto’s Jeff Jackson in this conference, the Maple Leafs dumped the Red Wings, 7-2, in NHL playoff action Thursday.

White Lightning late. I think this will be one of the best matches of the tourney, with both squads virtually even on the boards and in team speed, but Tequila’s desire to win the big one will be the deciding fac­tor. Tequila, 21-18.

The final probably will be billed by the commissioners as the tourney’s dream matchup, and there will be the pre-game hype. The throngs of students pulling for the underdogs and the drama building after the All-Star Game. Stay home and study, folks — you can mail this one in. Tequila White Lightning will be down early and stay down. But it shouldn’t despair. No one could have predicted Sunday night’s bash at Chips. At least I hope not, or I’ll hear about it for an awful long time.

Buy Observer Classifieds

Greyhound will be on campus Thursday, May 7th Thru Tuesday, May 12th to pick up your trunks, boxes, stereos & bicycles for shipment home.

The Greyhound Van will be behind the Bookstore May 7th thru May 12th from 10:00 a.m. until 4:30 p.m. Ship prepaid (cash) or collect (let mom &dad pay)

Individual trunks & boxes cannot exceed 100lbs. We’ll have tape and shipping labels.
Bookstore writers pick Quixotic Quint

As Women's Bookstore Basketball enters the final rounds of competition, the tournament continues to run smoothly, despite thunderstorms, winds on the court, broken fingernails and rain-shortened games. And despite some gaps in communication, we've been able to get a pretty good idea of who's hot and who's not.

Anne Gallagher
Theresa Kelly
Women's Bookstore Basketball

In the early rounds, it looked as if any team that had a set play and a general idea of the definition of defense would have an easy time. But now the chips are down, and the remaining teams, the Elite Eight, have earned the chance to bask in a spotlight reserved only for those who deserve to be called the best - the Women's Bookstore Basketball Champions.

The true test for us comes now. It is time to go out on a limb and throw caution into the winds and make our championship predictions.

The first game pits Double Decker Oreo Cookie against We Weren't Cheerleaders in High School. We have to go with the experience and talent of last year's champ, Oreo Cookie. Although Cheerleaders made it to the final four in 1986, they won't be able to crumble the Cookie. The second game is tough to call, because the teams are evenly-matched and playing well. We're going to pick Icemans, Slider, Maverick, Goose - How About a Game of Commerce? This bacteria-based, balanced attack of Still Having Fun. Hoosier Lawyer??? and Fast Break Five will also be a tough game, but the experience and solid play of the Lawyer will overtake the running and rebounding edge that the Five have.

The final preliminary game has The Quixotic Quint taking on Kukla, Fran, and Ollie. When we decided to throw the Quint to make it to the Final Four by using its size and consistency to defeat the smaller, team-oriented Kukla, Fran and Friends.

This leaves us with the Final Four, the dream come true for the women involved. In the first game, Double Decker Oreo Cookie will win. This team is loaded with outstanding players, and it seems like its talent, will bow out in this round.

Although Hoosier Lawyer?? has made a great case for itself, we're going to pick with some hesitancy the Quixotic Quint. Currently on a roll, the Quint only gave up five points in its Sweet 16 game. Again, the size advantage will tell the story.

So in the final, it's Double Decker Oreo Cookie taking on the Quixotic Quint, a worthwhile championship matchup if there ever was one. This is finally going to be the year for the Quint, who will dethrone the 1986 champion and take the crown. The Quint can't lose, its history makes the outcome clear. The women got to the Elite Eight, as sophomores; they fell to Hoosier Lawyer in the Final Four last year; they lost in the championship. Although the Cookie will be ready for the rematch, this is the year the Quixotic Quint will earn the coveted women's title.

Boston tops Chicago
Associated Press

Robert Parish's 13-foot jumper broke a tie with 37 seconds left and the Boston Celtics survived a threat to their homecourt domination by edging the Chicago Bulls 108-104 Thursday night in the opener of their NBA playoff series.

Trailing 95-91 with 7:37 left, the Bulls scored the next seven points to kick off a 19-5 run that tied the game 100-100 on Michael Jordan's two foul shots with 2:10 to play.

Jazz 99, Warriors 85

Karl Malone and Thurl Bailey each scored 36 points as Utah Jazz took a late charge by the Golden State Warriors for a 96-85 victory in the opening game of their playoff series.

Lakers 128, Nuggets 95

James Worthy scored 38 points and Earvin "Magic" Johnson added a career-high 34 points to power the Lakers to a 128-95 victory over the Denver Nuggets 128-95 in their playoff opener.
Women's tennis team travels to Indiana

By SHEILA HOROX
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame women's tennis team travels to Bloomington, Ind., today to face two more Big 10 opponents, Indiana and Michigan State.

The former will provide the greater challenge to 6-8 Irish, as the Hoosiers are currently ranked in the nation's Top 20. Realistically, the Irish are not anticipating an upset, but the Irish would at least like to take some matches from IU.

"Indiana will probably win the match, but they'll have to earn it," said Assistant coach Steve Simone. "We want to make IU win the points, rather than us giving them away.

If the Irish take any matches from the Hoosiers, don't be surprised to see sophomore Natalie Illig's name under the win column. Illig, who plays at the number-five singles position, has a 9-5 singles record thus far, which is the best on the squad.

Illig made the team as a walk-on last year, but saw limited action while playing doubles. This year, in addition to her number-five singles spot, Illig comprises half of the number-two doubles team with Stephanie Tolstedt.

Although the quiet Illig shies away from the attention, her court demeanor is one of a fierce competitor.

"I consider myself a perfectionist, and I enjoy the competitiveness of the sport," said Illig. "I think I thrive on the competition.

"I realize I've come a long way since last year. I'm trying to come to the net more as opposed to sitting on the baseline, and during a match I recognize what I need to do, and then I'm setting out to do it."

Against IU, Illig is hoping the Irish can raise their level of play, but the Irish will have to maintain that intensity to beat Michigan State.

Earlier this year the Spartans handed the Irish one of their toughest losses, a 6-3 decision. Four of the six singles matches went three sets and the Irish managed to capture but one.

According to Irish head coach Michele Gelfman, the Irish are much improved since their previous meeting with Michigan State, and a win against them will be concrete proof of that.
Irish baseball team loses, 6-5, to Butler's late surge

By STEVE MEGARGEE
Sports Writer

For six innings Thursday at Jake Kline Field, the Notre Dame baseball team appeared to be breezing toward its fourth consecutive victory.

But in the final three innings, the Irish fell into the same bad habits that caused them to lose eight straight games earlier, and Butler came from behind to beat a sloppy Notre Dame.

By STEVE MEGARGEE
Sports Writer

Irish baseball team loses, 6-5, to Butler's late surge

Butler scored first when junior first baseman Jeff Cunnington, who haunted the Irish throughout the game, blasted a solo home run far past the left-field wall against Irish starter Robert Pitz.

It was the only trouble Pitz ran into in his four innings of work.

Notre Dame made sure the lead did not last long, as a run-scoring single by Mike Moshier and an RBI double by Pat Pesavento put the Irish in front, 2-1, in the second inning.

Notre Dame scored twice more in the fourth inning and, after another RBI by Butler's Cunnington cut the lead to 4-2, the Irish grabbed another run in the fifth inning to take a 5-2 lead.

The Irish had several chances to break the game open, but Notre Dame left nine runners on base in the first five innings to keep the game close.

The Irish would later regret the missed opportunities.

After Pitz' four innings, Tom Howard came on for the Irish, allowing one run in two innings of relief. In the seventh inning, the Notre Dame pitching did not fare quite as well. Erik Madsen opened the inning on the mound and, after giving up an RBI single to Cunningham and loading the bases, gave way to John Gleeson. Gleeson retired his first batter for the second out of the inning, but then walked in two runs to tie the score at five.

Brian Piotrowski became the third Irish pitcher of the inning, and got out of the inning, but by then Butler had tied the game.

Meanwhile, after the Irish had more or less had their way with Butler starter Rick Garretti, they were being puzzled by Bulldog reliever Tim Masheck. Masheck started the sixth, and he did not give up a run in four innings.

"They weren't overpowering pitchers," said Gallo. "We swung at pitches that weren't good, and we weren't making adjustments."

Cunnington, who had five hits in five at bats and four RBI, dealt the final blow to the Irish in the eighth inning. Following a two-out double by catcher Brad Phelps, Cunningham got the game-winning RBI by driving in Phelps with a double to the centerfield wall. Cunningham ended the game with a home run, a double and three singles.

The Irish could not rally in the final two innings, and Piotrowski suffered the loss after giving up one run in two-and-a-third innings. While Notre Dame left 13 runners on base, Gallo pointed at the team's inability to make plays on defense as a prime reason for the loss.

"It's a simple game, and we're making it really difficult right now," said Gallo. "We had several opportunities to make double plays and didn't do it. There's no way in the world the game should have gone to the point it did."

Notre Dame will go on the road this weekend for a three-game series with St. Louis, a team that has suffered more than its share of losses. Even though St. Louis held a 4-31 record going into this week, Gallo stressed that another disappointing weekend.

"St. Louis is kind of struggling, but no matter who we play, we're going to be in for a long day if we don't make the plays," said Gallo.
NY wins 10th straight; Astros dump Braves

Associated Press

CLEVELAND - Dave Winfield hit two home runs, including a three-run shot with two out in the ninth inning Thursday night, as the New York Yankees extended their winning streak to 10 games with a 5-4 victory over the Cleveland Indians.

In five career at-bats against Cleveland starter Greg Swindell, 1-3, Winfield is 3-for-5 with three home runs. The other homer came in the Yankees' home opener this season.

The Yankees now are 13-3 and just one game behind Milwaukee in the AL East.

Swindell struck out six and limited the Yankees to two runs on three hits through the first eight innings. But he walked Rickey Henderson with one out in the ninth, and, after Henderson stole second, walked Don Mattingly before Winfield lined the game-winner to left.

Dennis Rasmussen, 2-0, threw a six-hitter for eight innings. But Brook Jacoby and Carmen Castillo hit consecutive home runs with two outs in the ninth, driving Rasmussen from the game.

Dave Righetti got Rick Dempsey to pop out for his sixth save.

Angels 7, Twins 3

MINNEAPOLIS - Darrell Miller's single in the sixth inning drove in the winning run Thursday night and home runs by Devon White, Wally Joyner and Brian Downing led the California Angels over the Minnesota Twins 7-3.

Paul Zavella and the New York Yankees are flying high on a 10-game win streak. The Yanks stopped Cleveland Thursday night by a 5-4 score.

Angels 7, Twins 3

MICHAEL D. MUNSON / The Observer

Head for the Mountains.

LINDSAY SAWYER / The Observer

Cardinals 5, Cubs 2

ST. LOUIS - Rookie Jim Lindeman and Jack Clark drove in two runs apiece and Danny Cox pitched his first complete game of the season as the St. Louis Cardinals defeated the Chicago Cubs 5-2 Thursday.

The victory pulled St. Louis into a first-place tie with the idle New York Mets in the National League East. Chicago had won the first two games of the three-game series.

Cox, 5-4, scattered 11 hits with no strikeouts and no walks.

Rookie right-hander Greg Maddux, 0-5, gave up all five St. Louis runs during his six innings of work.

Lindeman's two-run single in the first put the Cardinals ahead to stay.
Sports

Kilcullen named to full-time job

Special to the Observer
Matt Kilcullen, a part-time assistant on the Notre Dame basketball staff over the last two seasons, has been named full-time assistant to replace assistant on the Notre Dame team for three years as an assistant at Xavier the past two years, will

Kilcullen, 33, joined the fret.
plan on heading to CBS for a job. I
ball XVI final is completed and a
1987 champion is crow ned, I don't

Bookstore Basketball XVI

By ANNE GALLAGHER
Sports Writer

While An Tostal activities got underway Thursday, basketball tournaments were in motion. Basketball fans were bouncing on the outdoor courts of the Angela Methetic Faith at St. Mary's campus. The contests resulted in the selection of the elite eight

Women's Bookstore slices field to eight

By ANNE GALLAGHER
Sports Writer

The upcoming competition despite an almost flawless wins.

Women's Basketball

teams which will fight for the championship this weekend.

The tournament looks well balanced," said chairman Barbara Tull. There were strong performances by many contenders but only the favored teams came out on top. The closest contest played We Were The Cheerleaders In High School against We'd Do Anything For A Quarter. The Cheerleaders squeaked by the Quarters, 21-20.

In other action, The Oyster Crew was frozen solid in its co
deorator against the Icemen. The Crew was held to nine points against the Icemen's chilling defense. The combina
tion of leading Icemen scorers Francine Kelly and Colleen O'Connor disemboweled the Oyster Crew defense.

"There's something wrong with our system," said Crew member Mary Shyr. "I thought they were going to be a lot better than they were, but I'm happy with our defense."

The rest of the game followed suit, as Kelly hit a turnaround jumper to give the Icemen a 16-5 lead, and O'Connor added several short jumpers off nice feeds from Kelly. Still the Icemen are wary of

Bookstore writers try hand at prognosticating

Jimmy the Greek, you need not fret.
After Sunday's Bookstore Basket
ty is spreading the word, but only the favored Woo
ders might fly out to a fast start and Tequila might have some early jitters. Tequila's calm in the clutch will prevail, though, in a tight one. Now, my colleague O'Gara gets a

Pete

Skiko

Bookstore Basketball XVI

Bookstore Basketball XVI

Bookstore basketball XVI continues.
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